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4,646 Cyberpunks running on Solana, where

art meets utility. Minting late June 2022 



We are building your one-stop-shop for portfolio

tracking and tax reporting for NFT traders on Solana.

Users will be able to view their staked NFTs, total

portfolio value, profit and loss, estimated value based on

specific rarity traits as well keeping track of staking

rewards.

Users from Australia, the USA, Canada, and the UK will

also be able to easily connect their wallets and produce

reports for filing their tax returns seamlessly

ABOUT US



Analytics dashboard with multiple wallet
capabilities (track all your wallets in one place)
 
Portfolio value & rarity/attribute values

Profit & loss, floor price alerts

Easily produce reports for tax purposes

See where your NFTs are staked & any unclaimed
staking rewards

ROI from mint/purchase

DAPP
FEATURES



Before mass adoption can happen, in most countries,

the governments will increase regulations on crypto and

NFT trading and we believe that tracking your trades &

tax report is going to be one of the first regulations put

into action.

CRYPTO, NFTS
& TAXES



The ATO, the IRS, the CRA and the HMRC have all

publicly stated that they will be cracking down on

traders filing their tax returns and have announced that

they are actively tracking users, wallet addresses and

exchanges. It’s only a matter of time. 

From a user standpoint, tracking your trades and

calculating your capital gains is quite a laborious task. 

While there are a few web applications that offer tax

reporting services, when it comes to staking rewards

and NFTs they aren’t very user friendly and often require

you to manually reconcile every transaction you’ve

made. 

At Netrunner our goal is make this process seamless. 

CRYPTO, NFTS &
TAXES



Our Cyberpunk NFTs are a 4,646 collection to be minted

on 8th July and will provide holders with lifetime access

to our tax reporting and portfolio tracking dapp.

Mint: 8th July 2022

Price: 2 Solana

4,646
CYBERPUNKS



50% of the mint funds will be allocated to the future

development of our Dapp.

30% of the mint funds will be allocated to the team to

cover backdated build and operational costs. 

20% of the mint funds will be used to fund the DAO

treasury wallet. The treasury will be used to make

additional investments, trades and NFT purchases for

the future benefit of our holders. 

ALLOCATION OF
MINT FUNDS

Ongoing Development
50%

Team & Operations
30%

Netrunner DAO
20%



CORE TEAM

10+ years business experience

Analyst, Operational Risk &

Compliance. 

Meathead - Founder

12 years experience with photoshop

7 years experience with AI creating

our digital future.

Neuromind - Artist

10+ years software engineering

6+ years cyber security & secure

engineering. 

Brisk - Co Founder

Full time developer

3 years fullstack development. 

Moocow - Lead Developer


